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NEW INFUSION CENTER: 
CANCER CARE REIMAGINED

In honor of our niece, 
Alyssa Small Blatt. 

Always in our hearts.
Greg and Patty Anagnostis Bocina Foundation

Casper and Phyllis Bocina,
Brenda Curnin, Barbara Curtin 

and Bruce Bocina

Dedicated to the sta� for 
their outstanding care.

Everyday is a gift.
Given by Dan and 
Mary Lou Carroll

Dedicated in honor 
of Amira R. Cherry 

Given by Mohamad
and Maya Cherry

Given by Martin
and Ahuva Gross

In honor of 
their children Sharon, 

Dalit and MichalIn celebration of the life of 
Yepraxi “Roxie” Haigentz 

Given by Missak and Madaline 
Haigentz

Psalm 103:1-5

Infusion room
Given by 

The Paul B. and 
Beryl S. Greetin 

Foundation

Dedicated by William 
and Nancy Conger in honor 

of the outstanding sta�

In honor of Karen H. Hanson 
Given by the Hampshire 

Foundation and the 
extended Hanson Family

From Dr. Ashish 
and Dr. Rasha Khot 

and Family
Dedicated to 

all cancer patients

Dedicated by
Robert and 

Anne Rooke

Dedicated by 
Charles McCla�erty
In honor of Beverly 

A. McCla�erty

In honor of the sta� for 
their outstanding care. 

Dedicated by
The Morais Family

Given by Bob and 
Mary Murphy 
In honor of 
Anita Dolan

Given by 
Nancy and Nelson 

Schaenen, Jr., with grateful 
appreciation for excellent

 medical care.

In honor of our healthcare 
professionals who have 
dedicated their careers 

to our patients.
 Lydia Nadeau and 
Michael K. Mullen

Good health and well 
wishes to all who 

pass through these halls. 
Stacey and Jonathan 

Seligson

With immense respect 
and eternal gratitude for 

the outstanding care 
provided by the nurses 
of the infusion center, 

Carol G. Simon 
Cancer Center. 

Dr. and Mrs. Eric 
Whitman

Dedicated in honor 
of Barbara L. Salamy

Given by
George F. Salamy 

and Family

In celebration of 
the life of 

Alida F. McRae
Given by The 
McRae Family

Dedicated in Honor of
Tina Kellner

Given by her husband
Tony Lombardo and her 

loving family

In honor 
of Dr. Kenneth Adler 

for his outstanding care, 
compassion and friendship.

Given by the Ralph A. Loveys Family 
Charitable Foundation

To honor the 
Infusion Center 

nurses and sta� for 
their care, compassion, 

support and friendship They 
are angels without wings. 

Gratefully Jean F. and 
Carl E. Mangum

Dedicated by The Michael J. 
Kosloski Foundation

Dedicated in celebration 
of the life of Theresa Nadeau 

by the sta� of the 
cancer center.

Given by 
James and 
Mary Prisco

Donated by
Dr. Maithili Rao 

and 
Kishore Ballal

Arriving for his appointment at the new Infusion Center at Carol G. Simon 
Cancer Center in March, donor, patient and former Atlantic Health 

System Trustee Bob Mulcahy couldn’t believe his eyes. A spacious room, 
full of natural light immediately put Mulcahy, a member of Carol G. Simon 

Cancer Center’s Philanthropy Council at ease, and to his delight he 
was led to a private space to sit during infusions while still being

able to see his care team. 
“There was an air of calmness about the whole experience,” 

Mulcahy said. A year ago, when he began receiving treatment, 
the Infusion Center was often more crowded and wait times for 

appointments were sometimes longer. The renovation and 
expansion changed all that.

Since its opening in January, the center has had more than 4,500 patient 
visits through March, up 15 percent from 2019. Twelve new infusion 

chairs are available for a total of 36, with both open and private set-ups, 
as some patients enjoy interaction while others prefer privacy.

Lydia Nadeau, RN, MBA, executive director, and Eric Whitman, MD, 
medical director of Atlantic Health System Cancer Care met with 

healthcare sta� and patient advisory groups for advice in the design 
process. Recliners for patients, a comfortable chair for family members, 

iPads, blanket warmers and music, pet and art therapy were all 
non-negotiables and are reflected in the new design, promoting 

a healing experience and patient-centric care.
“We are creating a resource that will be treasured by the 

community for years to come,” Dr. Whitman said.

To learn more and give online, visit 
f4mmc.org/Growing-Forward/Simon 
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